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"Finally - Discover Many Of The eBook Secrets That Have Helped Make Me Hundreds Of Thousands Of

Dollars Online..." PLUS - A Special Bonus For You: If You Order Today You Also Get Full Resale Rights

To This Product And Website So You Can Sell It Yourself And Keep Every Single Dollar You Make! Hi,

I'm Louis Allport, eBooks have made me hundreds of thousands of dollars in revenue. And I'm no genius.

What's my secret? Well, it's simply that I've been putting eBooks together so often and for so long, it's

almost second nature. How does this benefit you? Here's how... I'm going to reveal some of my most

treasured eBook tips and tricks that you can start using TODAY to create fantastic eBooks easier and

quicker than ever before ... And you'll also discover eBook tips and tricks that hardly anyone knows and

that I've never revealed publicly before... I Finally Spill The Beans... How would you like five years of

eBook creation experience distilled into two hours of coaching that you can immediately start benefiting

from yourself? You'll discover: Easy ways to create great looking eBooks How to add video to your

eBooks A little known trick for growing your opt-in list with eBooks And much more ... full details are

below: I reveal these very easy to follow tactics step-by-step in a set of brand new coaching videos that

you can view directly at your computer: These eight videos come to a total playing time of 118 minutes.

Here's a quick run down of exactly what you get:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video One (21 Minutes) In this video I talk

through my preferred way of very quickly and easily designing eBooks.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Two (14 Minutes) Here I talk you

through the easy way to use frames to quickly create great ebooks ... and if you're not sure what frames

are don't worry as I detail every single step. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Video Three (24 Minutes) In this video I show you something I've never talked through before - exactly

how to add video to your eBooks (it's very tricky to work out if you don't have this video).
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Four (9 Minutes) Here I show you a

very little-known but incredibly powerful trick for growing your opt-in list with eBooks.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Five (12 Minutes) In this video I reveal

something very few people know - how you can change what your eBook looks like at any time, even if

it's already on someone's computer on the other side of the world!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Six (19 Minutes) Here I'll reveal

exactly how you can know how many times your eBook has been opened, as well as capturing

information about the people who open your eBook.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Seven (9 Minutes) In this video I

reveal an easy way (probably the easiest way) to password protect your eBook.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Eight (10 Minutes) Here I talk through

when to use PDF eBooks, when to use EXE eBooks, and the important differences between the two

formats. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- For PC's Only - Not For Mac I must

tell you that this eBook only works (to my knowledge) on PC's. If your computer is running Microsoft

Windows, you won't have any trouble at all viewing this eBook successfully. However, if you're on a Mac

you'll more than likely have trouble viewing it. A Great Product + Resale Rights = BIG Profits For YOU I'm

sure you know there's a ton of eBook resale rights around these days. BUT - if you really want to make

money selling an eBook you have rights to, you need: A very high quality product. An effective sales

letter. A professionally designed website with great looking graphics. Now - this eBook is brand new. Get

a copy now, start promoting it immediately and you'll make the most profits. Wait a day or a week or a

month, and literally more and more profits will pass you by. Now, I'm certainly not saying this to brag, but I

wrote this sales copy, and my copy has sold hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of products online, if

not millions of dollars worth. AND - from very affordable eBooks like this one. Don't believe me? Then

search Google for "Louis Allport" and see what you find. Now, the Google index does fluctuate for many

reasons. But right now (as I'm writing this), I see several thousand websites selling my products. Even if

each one of those sites is selling just one copy of a $20 eBook a week that I wrote the copy for, that adds

up real quick. My copy and products have made many people a LOT of money over the past two years.

They can make YOU money too - all you need to do to get started is grab a copy of this product. And just

by having a copy of this product, you can sell it or present it pretty much any way you choose. You can



even turn it into a physical product by putting it onto a data CD or a DVD. This would make it a good way

to sell on eBay. It's totally up to you! It's More Than A 90 Day Guarantee - It's A Promise Unlike most

people, I'm not going to bury my guarantee and hope you forget about it. I'm putting it here - right out in

front. And you're reading it now because you really can't miss it in this bright yellow box. That's the point.

I'm this bold, because I know you will LOVE this product, and find it hugely valuable. But, if for any reason

for up to 90 days (that's a whole three months) after purchasing this product you choose it's not for you,

all you have to do is use the simple contact details at the bottom of this website for a full, prompt, and no

quibbles refund. I'm telling you this so that you realize there really is absolutely no risk to you at all. Click

here now to order. If you're interested in the resale rights and selling this product yourself, I'm sure you

realize that the sooner you get a copy, the more you will profit. The longer you wait, the more your

competition will pick off your customers. This video eBook is only $5.00. Click the payment button at the

right to download your copy. Sincerely, TRACY YATES & Louis Allport (Author) P.S. Interested in selling

this product yourself? If you snooze, you will lose. This product is brand new. The sooner you get a copy

and start marketing it yourself, the more money you can make. The longer you leave it, the more your

competition will sell to YOUR customers. Even just one or two sales and you've made your tiny

investment of $5.00 back. After that - it's all profit for you. Click the PayPal payment button directly to the

right now to order. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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